The performance of an acoustical source, whose existence and nature are revealed by a given inhomogeneous term in a wave equation, depends on its environmental aspects; this means, in particular, that changes in the power output and directivity pattern for any individual source of prescribed type can reflect, in a sensitive manner, those made in the surroundings through the disposition of objects, the admission of a background flow or a variation in configurational parameters. Isolated source characteristics are relatively easy to determine on the basis of linear wave equations and a hypothetical uniformity in the setting, although the interaction or coupling of sources with their surroundings generally poses a formidable problem. Ingard and Lamb (1957) consider the simplest type of interaction problem, with fixed and localized sources of either monopolar, dipolar, or quadrupolar nature lying to one side of a rigid and indefinitely extended plane reflecting surface; and they calculate exp11citly the so-called power amplification factors or ratio of total radiated power throughout the half-space containing the source to that generated by the same source in the whole of a uniform free space. Jacques (1971) has subsequently discussed the radiation from fixed mulipolar sources situated above an infinite plane surface at which an invariable complex impedance condition is chosen; his method of specifying power radiation factors, in common with that employed by Ingard and Lamb, rests on the field and energy flux determinations at great distances from the source. Integrals of the flux over an appropriate directional range yield formulae whose evaluation is accomplished by numerical processes.
Acoustical source problems have come to the fore in contemporary developments of aerodynamic sound theory which now encompass both the modelling of the sources themselves and the tracing of effects due to nearby surfaces or structural elements. With their prediction of a substantial rise in power output for suitably oriented quadrupolar sources lying close to the straight edge of an extended plane, Ffowcs Williams and his collaborators (Hall, Crighton, Leppington, and Howe, 1970-) 
The advantage of such a representation for calculat10nal purposes, in comparison with a conventional one that involves an integral of the energy flux, or /cp/2, over the normal directions to a distant control surface, is readily apparent.
A first indication of the fac1lity afforded by (2) appears in the problem which envisages a point source at distance h from an infinite rigid plane (z = 0)
and the pertinent equations r -7-P (Source)
it is a simple matter to confirm that
in these circumstances; and util1zation of (2) furnishes the (familiar) result After presenting (in §2) theoretical arguments which justify a calculation of the net power output at the source position in particular instances, the remaining sections ( §3-6) are given over to various more complicated applications and extensions having to do with different halfplane problems, an impedance boundary condition and, finally, with the effect of a background flow in the medium. §2. A Theoretical Basis for Local Power Calculation -+ Consider a fixed object surrounded by a uniform If the source at P -+ has a dipolar nature, with the unit vector n pointing along its axis, and the inhomogeneous equation (4) is replaced by 2 2
the counterpart of (7) expresses the dipole power amplification factor.
-+-For a vertical dipole at P(z = h) in the presence of a uniform rigid
where Q(z = -h) is the image of P relative to the plane; and the application of (9) yields An independent derivation of (2), without recourse to the delta function, relies on the detailed versions and -7-eikl~-pi
of the singular and regular parts of the wave function, the latter being formed in terms of an as yet unspecified distribution of (secondary) sources on the surface of the object, with the density and it follows, having regard for the energy flux vector (4), that
where dn designates an element of solid angle about the direction of 
Use of the latter result along with prior expressions for ~P' ~S and the soft boundary condition on S implies that -ikl;-pl
Im( frs,(;) cos kl;-pl dS -i frs,(1:) sin :I;-pl S 4rrl1:-pl S 4TIlr-PI
-9-and, after (16), (18) are combined with (14), the relation (2) is directly forthcoming.
When line rather than point sources are contemplated, the twodimensional analogue of (2), (19) is apph.cable. §3. Source 
0(2rr) , 0 < r < 00 refer to the (squared) distances between the source, and its 1rnage in the plane, from an arbitrarily located point r,8.
The power factor which bears direct correspondence with (23), that is for an isotropic line source located in the extension, and parallel to the edge, of a half-plane proves to be ---...;.+-
it turns out, finally, that sin 2krO 2 { .
Thus the output factor approaches unity when the dipole source recedes far away from the edge (kr O -+ (0) and, as the estimate kr -+ 0 o makes plain, becomes arbitrarily large when the source nears the edge.
Before concluding this section an idea may be given of the intricate analysis which is in prospect for total power calculations along conventional lines. As regards, in particular, the relatively simple problem of an isotropic line source symmetrically placed with respect to a half-plane, whose power factor involves the sine integral [cf. (25) 
-; ; H6l)(k~X_x,)2+y2)V(X') dx' o and (30) comply with the first two equations of the set (28) and jointly provide, on imposing the wake condition, a linear integral equation for V, viz. 
(34) (35) A calculation made with the Green's function of a rigid half-plane lying on the negative x-axis reveals that
x + ro -2xro cos 8 0 + s2 
and hence where a,S denote the real and imaginary parts of the admittance, i.e., n = a + is . 
-25-All the integrals encountered in (48) and (51) 
The relative power factor obtained from the ratio of (67) and (64) ~ _ I r-2 sin(2kh/~) (68) which incorporates the effects of both a background flow and a hard reflecting surface, generalizes the earlier expression (3).
It requires a rather more involved procedure to arrive at (67) 
That part of (70) (67), (70) is demonstrated.
